TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONS
KEB reserves itself the right to call seminars of 7 calender days before beginning because of not reached
number of participants.
 Registration
-- Takes place in written form.
-- Confirmation in writing will be send to you prior to the training.
-- Should the registrations exceed the max. number of participants, the chronological receipt of the
applications will be taken into consideration.
 Notice of Cancellation
-- or cancellations which are not received 7 days prior to the start of the training sessions, the seminar
price cannot be refunded. The notice of cancellation has to be done in a written form.
 Fees
-- The fee is listed in the various training descriptions. The fee is due for payment upon receipt of the
invoice right after your announcement.
 Documentation
-- For all training sessions you will receive the necessary documentation during the training.
 Copy right
-- KEB has the copy right for all passed out documentation and these are not allowed to be reproduced
not even partially without the written permission of KEB.
 Certificate of participation
-- After finalization of the training each person will receive a certificate of participation.
 Hotel reservations
-- Please find attached a listing of all hotel in the surrounding area. Please select yourself!
 Contact person
Mrs. Kuhlemann / Mrs. Pulver / Mrs. Borchers

Tel.: +49 5263 4010

Email: info@keb.de

 Instructor
Course 1 - 8
Course 11 - 16
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Herr A. Münchenberger, Herr B. Tünnermann
COMBICONTROL Team

email: schulung-keb@keb.de
email: de-combicontrol@keb.de

 Current seminar dates
Please have a look… https://www.keb.de/service/seminars
 Seminar place
If nothing else is agreed, the seminars take place in
D-32683 Barntrup, Suedstrasse 38, Germany
D-74074 Heilbronn, Ferdinand-Braun Str. 14/1

 Reservation of Rights
-- We reserve the right in case of sickness of the instructor of low participation to cancel the training
even after acknowledged participation. The claim of reimbursement or loss is excluded.
-- We reserve the right to adjust the topics to the current state of technology, due to which difference
to the description may occur.
 Exclusion of Liability
-- During the training and in the training documentation we are delivering information to the best of
our knowledge. We are not liable for possible errors in the technical information, which are delivered
verbally or in writing during the training or in the documentation. Further we are not liable for possible damages resulting hereform and consequential loss. This exclusion of liability is not valid, if we
can be held liable in cases of intension and grossly negligent.
 Customer specific training
Trainings in english language on request.
If require we also arrange training sessions in accordance to your needs. To ensure a problem free
organization of the training, please discuss the following points with us at an early stage:
-- Place of training
-- Number of participants
-- Topics

- Time frame of the training
- Knowledge of the participants

The fee for special training at KEB is EURO 1.000 per day + VAT. For training sessions at your company the
charge for arrival, departure and accommodation of the instructor have to be added.
The availability of a suitable room with screen and blackboard is preassumed. Further for practical exercises
one PC/notebook for each two participants should be available.
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